
         About Our Company
Cutting Edge Homes is a modular home company building throughout the state of California since 2004.  We 
have built homes from the Pacific Coast to the high desert, and from San Diego to the Oregon border.  

Our projects have ranged from city infill lots to hillside properties, from large ranches to mountain properties with 
high snow loads.  

Cutting Edge Homes builds modulars almost exclusively in California.  Our homes are built to the same stringent 
California Building Code as a site built house, but we build way faster!  

We are one of the most experienced modular companies in the state, building 1-2 custom homes per month.   
Cutting Edge Homes is committed to building quality homes.  Customer satisfaction means everything to us.  

Each one of our homes is custom built for a client of ours and always built to the local building code.  Each home 
that we have built is to the exacting requirements of that particular client.  Sometimes clients require a particular 
look or the local jurisdiction has specific design guidelines, and on other projects budget is the main driving 
force.

Cutting Edge Homes is able to help you build your modular home with whatever style you want and whatever 
specifications you desire.   There are about a thousand pictures of our homes in the gallery, this is the best way 
to see how we build homes.  
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http://www.cuttingedgehomes.net/t/gallery/


  Why Cutting Edge Homes?
Cutting Edge Homes is a design focused business.  We enjoy working with people to help them design and build 
their dream home without the pricing turning it into a nightmare.  

Cutting Edge Homes has over 200 stock and custom modular plans to see at cuttingedgehomes.net.  Choosing 
one of these plans is usually the easiest and most economical solution to building a home. 

Over half of our homes are custom designed for clients. A design may be oriented toward a great view or lay out 
well for the usability of your property, or just to maximize the individual value for your exacting needs.  

Cutting Edge Homes has approved homes in dozens of different municipalities spanning about 20 counties 
across California.  We have effectively addressed the requirements of local Planning and Building Departments, 
Architectural Review Boards, Design Review Boards, and the California Coastal Commission.  

Call your Cutting Edge Homes agent if you need modular design services. Please let us know what you would 
like to build and we can provide you with a proposal for services.  

We can introduce you to a complete group of local surveyors, geotechnical companies, civil engineers, septic 
design companies, and structural engineers.  Once the process is moving forward we can introduce you to the 
help you need going through the engineering and permitting process.

Cutting Edge Homes offers additional services for design, permitting, and project coordination if these are 
services that are desired/required on your project.  www.C
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http://www.cuttingedgehomes.net/t/plan-collections/
http://www.cuttingedgehomes.net/


       Why go Modular?
Site Built Construction Quick Comparison

Simply put, the traditional method of building is out-dated.  Among other issues, there is a common disconnect 
between the person designing the home and the contractor who has to build it to your budget.  To add insult to 
injury, it takes way too long to build on-site and the quality control is difficult to do resulting in low quality or 
expensive work.  

A modular home is built to the International Building Code, the same building code as conventional homes.  We 
have design flexibility much greater than most people know, and modular homes are faster to construct. 
Because modular homes are usually more economical with all of the other benefits, it is hard to see why site-
building is smarter.

Manufactured Home Quick Comparison

Manufactured or mobile homes are the lowest priced method of construction built to the HUD code which allows 
construction methods that are atypical in regular homes.  When people start out with a manufactured home to 
save money, they usually spend more money  trying to turn it into a real house than if they just built a modular 
home.

Modular Benefits

Obtaining a construction loan, refinancing, and even selling your home if it’s a modular is just like selling a site 
built home.  

Modular homes have the efficiencies of factory production with the quality of site built homes, but are better built 
and better appointed than manufactured homes with much more design flexibility. 
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Where to Start
You start with the basics - the property and the plans to build on it.  Engineering and on-site construction are 
property specific.  Engineered plans are necessary to estimate and permit a project.  

Once you have a place to build, then you get to choose your floor plan. Don’t worry too much about the 
elevations on the web-site.  Just find a floor plan that suits your needs and fits onto your lot.  

We’ve conveniently organized our home plans to have the homes with the best value on the top.  The collections 
increase incrementally in price as you move down the page to our high-end custom Alpine and Premium plans.  

A good way to help decide which plan is best for you is to determine exactly what you need the house to be for 
as long as you will live there.  If you are looking at a couple of plans, usually building the smaller one is the way 
to go, this will help keep your budget lower rather than building more house than you really “need”.  

Like what you read so far?  Craving for knowledge?  Here’s a couple of links that should help you.  

Frequently Asked Questions - If you don’t know what questions to ask, this link will get you started.  

Pictures aren’t enough?  How’s about some videos?  We have dozens and dozens of videos of our homes and 
how the modular process works as well as our homes themselves.  
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http://www.cuttingedgehomes.net/l/faq/
http://www.cuttingedgehomes.net/t/videos/


Cutting Edge Homes Method
Cutting Edge Homes focuses on the modular (Factory Built) home but we are way more than your average home 
provider.  Our primary function is in assisting in the development of the full set of approved modular plans, 
specifications, choosing options, inspecting the home during the production cycle, and delivery of the home to 
the job site.  Cutting Edge Homes will also address any warranty concerns that you have on the home after it’s 
delivered.  

We are well versed in modular design, local permitting, and coordinating with local engineers, lenders, and 
contractors.  

For the on-site portion of the project, we can assist you by putting together an engineering team to help you get 
all of the plans that you need for your building permit.  Their proposals will go directly to you.  There is no profit 
mark-up from Cutting Edge Homes for the on-site engineering.

We focus on the production of your home in the factory.  We can introduce you directly to a licensed contractor 
who can set your home and take care of all of your on-site construction needs.  Yep, you guessed it, there is no 
contractor profit mark-up from Cutting Edge Homes.  Cutting Edge Homes is not a construction company.  We 
focus on what we do best and the contractors do what they do best.  

Cutting Edge Homes works with the engineers and contractors on a daily basis.  Because of our buying power 
your engineering and on-site contracting  team will provide you with the best service and lowest pricing possible.  
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Modular Building Process Timeline
The modular building process is faster, easier, and less stressful than building on-site.   

When building in California, there are a number of items that must be obtained.   You will need: a survey, a soils 
report, the modular plans with for the entire factory built portion, a site plan, and a foundation plan.  More 
requirements are typical. Your City/County office can usually provide you with a full list of requirements. 

The complete package is submitted to your municipality.  There are usually plan check comments by the building 
departments that have to be addressed, but with a modular home the amount of requested changes is minimal 
because the modular plans have already been reviewed at the state level and bypass some local plan check 
headaches.  

Engineering and Permitting alone is a multi-month process before you can break ground and begin construction.  
We recommend allowing as much time as you can to navigate through this process as the California Building 
Code and local cities have complex requirements and the documentation required for permits is extensive.   
Clients who allow ample time and start the permitting and engineering process at least several months before 
they want to break ground have always proven to be the happiest.  The Cutting Edge Homes team will help you 
to expedite your project as much as possible, but we don’t have any control over how fast your permitting offices 
provide you with your final permits.  Do not fear, it’s just a process, and we are here to help you through it.  

Our homes are usually ready to be delivered to the job-site 8-10 weeks after they are released for production.  
Once the home is placed on the foundation it will take the site-contractors a few months to complete the site 
work.  Most of our clients move into their homes 4-5 months after the home is ordered. www.C
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Next Steps
If you have a property and are nailing down which house plan you want to build, you may want to take the next 
step.  Just write down your questions and either email or give your sales agent a call to get them answered.  

We are happy to provide a formal estimate of our homes delivered to your property, including tax and 
transportation. We can address any concerns that you have.  

Please reach out to one of our lenders if you are in need of construction financing:

Michael McIntosh, Bob Speidel Lou Schmidt
Land Home Financial Services US Bank Finance & Insurance Manager
(619) 561-6241 (949) 632-1930 (916) 861-2292
michael.mcintosh@lhfs.com Bob.Speidel@usbank.com lschmidt@mhmloan.com

Some of the next steps are a Route Survey, begin designing your dream home, or begin engineering an existing 
design for your property.  Your Cutting Edge Homes agent can help you to come up with a project specific game 
plan and get the process moving for you.  

The Cutting Edge Homes team is here to assist you on your project and we look forward to talking to you.

(877) 280-6496
info@cuttingedgehomes.net
www.cuttingedgehomes.netwww.C
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